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In 2002, the Oakland Athletics  
were the third-lowest salaried team 
in Major League Baseball. They 
had one of the lowest payrolls in 
the league at approximately $40 
million, compared to the New 

York Yankee’s $120 million. General 
Manager Billy Beane had a difficult 
task: Build a top-notch Major League 
Baseball team on a shoestring budget. 

What Beane did would make history 
and change baseball as we know it. The 
story of the Oakland A’s was first made 
famous by author Michael Lewis in the 
book Moneyball: The Art of Winning An 
Unfair Game, which was made into a 
box office hit in 2011. It is a true story 
about how sometimes, in order to win, 
you have to learn to play the game dif-
ferently. 

Ergonomists can empathize with how 
Beane must have felt. Creating a success-
ful ergonomics program can feel like a 
monumental task, and many times we 
are asked to do a lot with a little. Study-
ing the A’s story and how Beane over-
came these challenges can teach us some 
great lessons in how we can overcome 
some very common hurdles faced when 
developing corporate programs and cre-
ating culture change.

Ergo programs seem to face three 
common hurdles. The most common 
complaint heard is “lack of buy-in.” 
Management seems to miss what ergo is 
about and how it can benefit their busi-
ness. The next issue is not having a large 
enough budget to fund projects, conduct 
training and do all that is involved with 
program development. While budget is 
always an issue for any program, funding 
for ergo programs often appears to be es-
pecially tight for some strange reason. 

The last most overwhelming hurdle 
always seems to be the workload. With 
most companies hiring just one or a 
small handful of ergonomists to tackle 
the work, success often feels impossible.

Fear not, there are ways to win.

Lesson 1: Go for base hits,  
not home runs
The A’s needed wins, and the way to 
get wins was by increasing runs. If the 
team could focus on getting players who 
could get on base and score runs, their 
odds of being successful were higher. 

So that’s just what they did. They 
didn’t focus on home runs. Instead, they 
focused on base hits and other ways of 
getting on base, which would lead to 
runs, which would lead to wins. By 

focusing on getting on base, the team 
started winning game after game until 
it was on a record-breaking winning 
streak.

Both young and established ergo-
nomics programs can benefit from this 
technique. Going after easy wins and 
low-hanging fruit is key to building 
momentum for your program and to 
gaining management buy-in. Too of-
ten, companies focus on fixing complex 
problems. But these ergo issues are ex-
tremely difficult to fix and will require 
capital expenditure and engineering re-
design. 

My colleague Stephen Jenkins, an er-
gonomist at Cintas, refers to these types 
of problems as “historical problems” 
because they’ve been around for years. 
They have yet to be fixed because of the 
high degree of difficulty required to fix 
them.

Base hits, on the other hand, are low-
cost, easy-to-implement ideas that often 
have widespread impact affecting large 
numbers of workers. It’s shocking how 
many ergonomists go after the hard 
problems and completely skip the op-
portunity for the easy wins. 

Easy wins have a huge benefit: They 
have a powerful impact on programs. 
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Easy wins ergo chart
Easy wins can show management the positive impact of an ergonomics program, creating buy-in for future ergo opportunities.

Solution Where to focus your efforts Products Cost
Wheels Put wheels on anything people have to push, pull 

or carry.
CC Apex castors $50-$200

Handles Use handles or handholds on all items that are 
carried, pulled or manually handled.

Use a 3-D printer to custom make; 
eBay has numerous styles of 
handles.

 $10-$500

Lift in power zone Check your warehouses and loading docks: Focus 
on keeping loads above midthigh, below the 
shoulders and close to the body.

Use red, yellow and green tape on 
shelving in warehouse to identify safe 
lifting zones.

< $20

Raise the work  
to the worker

Bench work and office desks: Elevate the work so 
employees can change position and still keep work 
close to the body.

Risers, Veridesk $6-$400

Lighten the load If something needs to be moved manually, reduce 
the weight so people don’t fatigue easily.

In-house redesign Cost to repackage items


